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Abstract: Aim at the problem of icing monitoring and icing 
parameters measurement, this paper has proposed using fitting 
slope method predicting icing parameters, which is using the two 
fitting slope as the approaching target of the calculated and 
experimental ice mass values to predict icing parameters by 
iterative computations of the icing model. According to simulate 
the influence relationship between the multi-conductors ice mass 
and the five icing parameters and analyze how the five icing 
parameters affect the two fitting slope, the icing parameters 
numerical solving method has been found. A MATLAB icing 
parameters solving program was completed to calculate the five 
icing parameters simultaneously. The calculation results of the 
test data and simulated data show the two fitting slope can be 
used to be the approaching target of test and calculated ice mass, 
the five icing parameters can be calculated simultaneously only 
by testing the ice mass of the known initial diameter of multi-
conductors. The calculation convergence and stability are good, 
and the calculation rate is fast. This icing parameters computation 
method of this paper overcomes the measurement difficulty of the 
dynamic changes of the icing parameters. The calculated icing 
parameters can provide foundation and reference for predicting 
the icing state on the transmission structures, such as conductor, 
based on some icing model, and for power system anti-icing and 
against icing work. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

This paper builts a icing model, obtains the function 
relation between ice mass and icing parameters as fellows: 

),,%,,,,,,( 0 awLrDtpvfm θ=          (1) 

v is air speed, θ is temperature, p is air pressure, t is icing 
time, D0 is initial diameter of cylinder, r% is air relative 
humidity, L is length of cylinder, w is liquid water 
content(LWC), a is droplet median volume 
diameter(MVD).After a simplified, we get: 

( awDtvfm ,,,,, 0 )θ=         (2) 

If we know ice mass on N cylinders, we will get two-
dimensional array: 
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M is calculated ice mass array, M* is test ice mass array. 
Based to equation (3), get two fitting slope (through origin 
fitting slope (kd) and not through origin fitting slope (ka)). 
Then we analysis how the five icing parameters impact on 
ka and kd, find a calculation method of solving the five 
icing parameters based on ka and kd, and program a 
MATLAB solving program. 

2. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The calculation results of experimental data as follows: 

TABLE 3  COMPUTED RESULT OF TEST DATA OF TABLE 2 
No. 1# 2# 3# 4# 5# 6# 7# 8# 

m*(g) 33.99 41.50 48.71 56.78 62.18 70.89 79.59 87.19
b*(g) 8.63 8.1 7.68 7.62 7.26 6.75 6.57 6.62

test 
valu

e test 
parameters wt=7.33g/m³；at=39.14μm；vt=4.1m/s；θt=-5℃；tt=60min

m (g) 32.18 40.62 48.66 57.10 64.86 72.32 79.36 85.51
b(g) 8.32 7.96 7.65 7.36 7.12 6.90 6.68 6.49

calc
ulate

d 
resul

ts
calculated 
parameters 

wc=20.88g/m³；ac=84.83μm；vc=3.72m/s；θc=-2.77℃；
tc=55.00min 

σm(%) -5.32% -2.12% -0.10% 0.57% 4.31% 2.02% -0.29% -1.92%
σb(%) -3.65% -1.69% -0.42% -3.45% -1.94% 2.23% 1.72% -1.94%

resul
ts 

com
paris
on 

parameters 
comparison

σw%=184.9%；σa%=116.7%；σv%=-9.3%；σθ%=-44.6%；

σt%=-8.3%； 
σ(%) is relative error percentage of the calculated value and test value, corresponding to the 

subscript values 

Table 3 results show that the deviation between the five 
calculated parameters and test results are a little large. The 
maximum deviation is LWC reached 184.9%. Reasons are 
that the calculated parameters are a combination of 
parameters calculated based on the ice mass relationship, 
and an optimal set of iterative approach calculation of the 
icing model, and relation on the initial settings. However, 
from the calculated ice mass on the conductors are well 
approximations with the experimental data. And calculated 
ice thickness is close to test thickness. The slope index ka 
and kd are both near to 1, which reflects the quality of ice 
calculated and experimental results are more good 
approximation. 

3. CONCLUSION 

This paper proposes a kind of thought that sdudy icing 
parameters according to ice mass, and then study icing 
state. The MATLAB calculation program is given, with 
good convergence, computational stability, fast calculation, 
proves two combinations of icing parameters is equivalent 
to predict icing state. Avoid the study problem of real icing 
parameters change in the icing process. It is feasible as the 
icing indirect measurement method.  
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Abstract—Aim at the problem of icing monitoring and icing 
parameters measurement, this paper has proposed using 
fitting slope method predicting icing parameters, which is 
using the two fitting slope as the approaching target of the 
calculated and experimental ice mass values to predict icing 
parameters by iterative computations of the icing model. 
According to simulate the influence relationship between the 
multi-conductors ice mass and the five icing parameters and 
analyze how the five icing parameters affect the two fitting 
slope, the icing parameters numerical solving method has 
been found. A MATLAB icing parameters solving program 
was completed to calculate the five icing parameters 
simultaneously. The calculation results of the test data and 
simulated data show the two fitting slope can be used to be the 
approaching target of test and calculated ice mass, the five 
icing parameters can be calculated simultaneously only by 
testing the ice mass of the known initial diameter of multi-
conductors. The calculation convergence and stability are 
good, and the calculation rate is fast. This icing parameters 
computation method of this paper overcomes the 
measurement difficulty of the dynamic changes of the icing 
parameters. The calculated icing parameters can provide 
foundation and reference for predicting the icing state on the 
transmission structures, such as conductor, based on some 
icing model, and for power system anti-icing and against icing 
work. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
With the global climate getting warm, ice damagement 

on the power system has become increasingly prominent [1, 
2]. The ice disaster, which was happened in South China 
region , 2008, rarely seen in history, causing power 
blackouts and serious harm to national life, mainly due to 
lack of ice and the serious lack of monitoring on power 
systems[3~5]. The icing of Transmission Line has been a 
concern technical problem at home and abroad, only in full 
recognition of the actual situation of icing could effectively 
strengthen the anti-ice design. Currently the main 
measurement methods are icing detection method and on-
line monitoring method, 

The main methods to icing detection are manual 
inspection and detecting at ice station. Labor intensity, high 
investment, and differences between test results and actual 
situations are the shortcomings of existent methods. 

Meanwhile, On-line monitoring methods are: tension 
monitoring method, wire angle method, image monitoring 
method, and small automatic weather stations, etc. These 
are non-icing method. Tension monitoring method and wire 
angle method mostly depend on the precision of the sensor, 
which didn’t accurately reflect the thickness of icing and 
other information. The image monitoring method, which 
easily freezing on the lens, also have difficulties to measure. 
The small automatic weather station could monitor some 
conventional meteorological parameters, but have no ideals 
to monitor the liquid water content (LWC) and droplet 
median volume diameter (MVD).  

Therefore, the technology of icing measurement hasn’t 
been solved in the international arena, and there is not 
mature icing sensor. As the improvement of icing prediction 
model, some have achieved good accuracy; in addition, the 
icing on rotating conductors is often used to characterize the 
icing on insulator, so it can measure the parameters of icing 
by rotating multi-conductor method to characterize the icing 
on Transmission Line and insulators. 

The main parameters of impactting the icing of 
transmission line are temperature, air speed, air direction, 
the time of icing, LWC and MVD, etc. [7, 8]. Presently, the 
methods to measure LWC and MVD are microwave 
method 、 laser method and so on [9, 10]. Because 
parameters are changing dynamically, it’s difficult to 
measure accurately. Different pavements may lead to great 
differences in the results of icing. Presently, it is no 
common to study parameters of icing based on the icing 
results. Literatures [9, 10] measure the LWC and MVD by 
rotating cylinder method, which are the Numerical Methods 
of fitting the correlation coefficient and slope through the 
origin. But literature [15] has done a preliminary study on 
the method of calculating parameters based on ice mass, 
ignoring the process of icing.  

This article will study on the parameters of temperature, 
wind speed (effective speed, including wind direction), 
LWCt, MVD and effective ice time.  

II. THE CYLINDRICAL ICE MODEL 

A. The Process of modeling 
From the paper [15], we know that the process of 

modeling is following. Assuming the wind and the 



 

conductor axis angle is 90°, and rotation speed of cylinder is 
n switch/ min. Showed in Figure 1. 

 
Figure 1  Icing of droplets collide cylinder  

We assume the interval time of icing Δt(s) is short 
enough that the parameters of icing do not change in the Δt 
time. So we can get the quality of ice on the conductor 
during the time Δt determined by the wind speed v(m/s), the 
ambient temperature θ ( ), ℃ air pressure p (kPa), conductor 
diameter D (m), the conductor length L (m), LWC w (g/m3) 
and MVD a (m). 

twvDLm ΔΔ 321 ααα=       (1) 
Where: α1 is the collision coefficient, α2 is the collection 

coefficient, α3 is the freeze coefficient. 321 ααα=E  E is 
defined as the efficiency coefficient of ice. 

(1) According to paper [15], the collision coefficient α1 
can be calculated from the following formula. 
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Where: Re is Reynolds number, μ is dynamic viscosity 
of air. In this paper, it is 1.71×10-5Pa·s; ρw is the droplet 
diameter, it’s 1000 kg/m3;  ρa is air density, it can be 
obtained by the following formula. 
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r% is relative humidity. 
(2) The collection coefficient α2 denotes the ratio of 

super-cooing droplets resided over the conductor surface 
and the total collision droplets of the conductor surface. We 
usually ignore droplet rebound, so assume α2 is 1. 

(3) The freezing coefficient of ice surface is determined 
by the heat balance equation. From the paper [15], the heat 
balance equation is 

rslecnakvf qqqqqqqqqq ++++=++++  (5) 
Where: qf for the latent heat when the freezing; qv for the 

air friction heating; qk for the kinetic energy when droplet 
collision; qa for the heat released when the ice from cold to 
the steady-state temperature; qn for the solar short-wave 
radiation heating; qc for the ice surface and the air 
convection heat loss; qe for the ice surface, produced by 
evaporation or sublimation heat loss; ql for the heat loss 
which heat the collided droplets to freezing temperature; qs 
for the ice surface radiation heat loss; qr for the heat loss 
which drop away to leave the ice surface. Units of each 
parameter is J/(m2·s-1)。 

Put the parameters of the above variables into equation 
(5), we can find that: 
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Where: Lf  is ice melting heart, it’s 3.34×105J/kg；rc is 
the partial recovery coefficient for the conductor surface, 
taking 0.79；ca is air specific heat, it is 1014 J/(kg·K)；ci is 
the specific heat when ice in the membrane temperature, 
J/(kg·K). It does not exist in the wet growth. θs and θ are the 
ice surface temperature and the ambient temperature, ℃；
kair is the thermal conductivity of the air medium, 
0.0241W/(K·m)；Le is the latent heat of evaporation or 
sublimation when temperature is θs. The θs is 0 when wet 
growth, then Le is 2.501×106 J/kg；e0、ea is the Saturation 
pressure when the surface temperature respectively is 0 and 
θ. e0 is 0.61121kPa, the unit of ea is kPa. 
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Where: cw is the specific heat of water, 4220 J/(kg·K); ε 
is ice surface relative to the total blackbody radiation 
coefficient, approximately equal to 0.95; δ is the Stefan-
Boltzman constant, 5.67×10-8W/(m2·K4)；h is convective 
heat transfer coefficient, J/(m2·K). DNukh air /⋅= , Nu is 

the Nusselt Number, its value is 。 
85.0032.0 eR

When icing process is wet growth, the θs is 0℃. Then 
we can obtain this equation. 
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From the equation (2) and (8), we can calculate α1 and 
α3. If we take α2=1, from equation (1) we can get the quality 
of ice in Δt time. 

After Δt, the quality of ice increase Δm, and the wire 
diameter changes. Because the conductor is rotating, the ice 
uniformly distributes in the circumference of the conductor. 
Assume the ice thickness increment is Δb, it can be 
calculated based on the density of ice. In the process of ice, 
ice density depends on air temperature, air speed, LWC and 
MVD and conductor size and other factors. It can be 
calculated by π theory: 
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Where: ρi is the ice density. Dm=(D0+D)/2. It is the 
average diameter of the conductor. D0 is the initial diameter 
of conductor. D is the diameter of the conductor after the 
icing. 

The minimum density we take 100kg.m-3. There must be 
some air gap in the ice when the droplets collide. The 
density of ice is difficult to achieve the theoretical value, 
917kg.m-3. So in this article, the density of ice is taken as 
900kg.m-3 in wet growth 。 

Ice thickness increment Δb and conductor diameter after 
icing D(t0+Δt) during the time Δt are : 
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    Comparing this model Ping Fu numerical analysis icing 
model in paper [16] and Jones precipitation icing model in 
paper [17], the results show below: 

(10) 

 
Figure 2  Comparison of models 

Calculation conditions：θ=-12℃, v=5m/s, w=0.47g/m3, D0=34.9mm, a=200μm 

Jones model is aimed at simple icing models of 
precipitation. It has certain precision when used to predict 
precipitation icing. Ping Fu model is set out from icing 
mechanism. It comprehensively analysis water droplet 
stress on the process of icing, and it is the complex 
numerous model of getting from the droplets of collision 
and frozen. From the above figure 2, we know this paper 
model are closer with Ping Fu numerous icing model, but 
Jones model is about twice of this paper model and Ping Fu 
numerous icing model. Jones model consider the vertical 
component of large water droplets collision. Through the 
Ping Fu remove vertical component of water droplets 
collision and get improved Jones model in literature [17]. 
Thus, it gets more similar with this paper model and Ping 
Fu numerous icing model. This model is accurate, and can 
be used to predict icing. 

B. Simplification of the number of parameters 
From the previous section, we know the ice mass of the 

conductor relate with 9 parameters: 

),,%,,,,,,( 0 awLrDtpvfm θ=          (11) 

There are so many parameters that we should reduce the 
number of parameters which are effect icing slightly under 
some conditions.Weather station in Tibet Bangor where is 
altitude of 4,700 meters has the lowest annual average air 
pressure in China. It’s 57.11kPa. According to the section, a 
MATLAB icing prediction program is finished and used to 
simulate ice mass on different initial diameter of conductor 
under certain conditions. The relationship between ice mass 
and air pressure from 55 to 105kPa is shown below. 
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Figure 3  Simulation relationship between ice 

 mass and air pressure 
Figure 3 shows ice on different initial diameter 

conductors are good linear to air pressure. Ice mass Identify applicable sponsor/s here. (sponsors) 



 

increases less than 38% from sea level 101.325kPa to the 
highest elevation of 4700m of 57.11kPa. We know the 
change of air pressure p in a particular location is small, so 
we ignore its change at some specific place. 

r%, relative humidity, mainly impacts on air density, 
according to the literature [7] that icing happens when air 
relative humidity is 85% or above, and in the artificial 
climate chamber the air relative humidity is about 100%. 
The relationship between r% and ice mass as follows: 
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Figure 4  Simulation relationship between ice  

mass and relative humidity 
From Figure 4 we can see the ice mass changes a little 

with relative humidity. The ice mass of the simulation 
conditions increases only 0.0036% when the relative 
humidity increases from 80% to 100%. So we can 
completely ignore the relative humidity impact on icing. 
Usually, it can be assumed to take 90% (artificial ice to take 
100%). 

When multi-conductor length L is known, then equation 
(11) is simplified as follows: 

( )awDtvfm ,,,,, 0θ=         (12) 

III. PRINCIPLE OF MEASURING ICING PARAMETERS BY 
THE ROTATING MULTI-CONDUCTORS 

A. Metrical principle analysis  
Although the numbers of parameters is simplified, but 

the relation between ice mass and parameters is very 
complicated. Meanwhile ice mass which is changing with 
various parameters of quality growth situation affected by 
the varied growth is considerable difference. It is hard to 
solve the parameters by using conventional mathematical 
methods. 

When the diameters of conductors are different, the 
relation of ice mass of each conductor and five icing 
parameters are shown as follows: 
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According to using five icing parameters, ice mass of N-
conductors can be calculated. Thus, the method of 
mathematical fitting iteration can be used to solve the 
parameter of optimal solutions. Two fitting slope method 

are used to solve icing parameter in this paper. The 
principle is such as: 

In a group of five parameters combination, ice mass (M) 
of different diameter of N-conductors are calculated by the 
icing model, the calculated ice mass (M) and test data( M*) 
are composed a 2d array: 
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According to the array M2N, linear least-square method 
is used to calculate fitting slope ka. If calculated value of ice 
mass is equal to test value, then, M=M*, fitting slope ka=1 
and fitting line get through the origin. It likes linear L2 
shown in figure 5. The different combination of parameter 
will get different M. Therefore, we can take various 
parameters to change ka, and then change iteration value of 
parameters. When calculated ice quality is bigger than test 
value, fitting slope ka < 1, such as the fitting line L3 shows. 
Now need to chang parameters to decrease ice mass value. 
When calculated ice mass is smaller than test value, fitting 
slope ka > 1, such as the fitting line L1 shows, now need to 
chang parameters to increase ice mass value. Ideally, fitting 
line get through the origin. But with the combination of ice 
parameter different, the fitting line does not pass origin. 
Such as the fitting line L4 shows. Even if fitting slope ka=1, 
but calculated quality is bigger than test value. The fitting 
parameters are not accord with experiment conditions. So, 
conditions of the fitting line getting through the origin are 
added. Fitting slope kd (fitting slope of fitting through the 
origin) is calculated. New kd is calculated at the condition of 
line L4. And we get kd<ka=1, ice mass calculated value m is 
bigger than test value m*. Then need to change the five 
parameters decrease ice quantity, and kd is changed with 
direction of greater. Only when kd=1and ka=1, line L2 can be 
get. At that time, calculation of ice mass is equal to test 
value, and the calculated parameters can be considered a 
group of effective parameters which is that ice quantity 
achieve test value. These calculated parameters can be as 
the result of prediction of icing parameters. 

Δm

Δm*

0

L1 L2
4
L3 L5

 
Figure 5  Relationship between calculated ice  

mass and test ice mass 

B. Structure and parameters of the rotating multi-
conductors 
The figure 6 shows the rotating multi-conductors which 

is used in this paper: 



 

 
Figure 6  Rotating multi-conductors 

Each conductor diameter is different, specific size listed 
in table 1: 

TABLE 1 MULTI-CONDUCTORS PARAMETERS 
No. 1# 2# 3# 4# 5# 6# 7# 8# 

D0/mm 5.30 10.00 14.77 19.97 24.98 30.03 35.20 39.96
L/mm 100.16 100.08 99.72 99.80 99.56 99.78 99.88 100.00

No. is conductor number; L is each conductor length, D0 is conductor diameter  

IV. COMPUTATIONAL METHODS OF ICING PARAMETERS 
BASED ON ICE MASS ON ROTATING MULTI-CONDUCTORS 
Through the above section analysis we can see when we 

know the ice mass on N (N=8) different diameter 
conductors, then calculate the approximate degree of the 
calculated and measured values based on a set of five 
parameters, which can solving a optimal set of five 
parameters. Some icing experiment was completed in multi-
function artificial climate lab of Chongqing University. The 
ice test mass(mN*) on the rotating multi-conductors and test 
conditions as follows:  

TABLE 2  TEST ICE MASS AND TEST CONDITIONS 
No. 1# 2# 3# 4# 5# 6# 7# 8# 

m*(g) 33.99 41.50 48.71 56.78 62.18 70.89 79.59 87.19

test 
conditions 

θt=-5℃；pt=98.7kPa；r%=99%；vt=4.1m/s； 
wt=7.33g/m³；at=39.14μm；tt=60min 

at and wt  are tested by laser particle size analyzer, the parameters are average value during the 
experiment but the ice time tt. 

Based on the available data in Table 2, how the MVD, 
LWC, temperature, time and wind influence the ka and kd 
will be shown in the below figures. 
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Figure 7  Relationship between ka, kd and MVD 
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Figure 8  Relationship between ka, kd and LWC 
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Figure 9  Relationship between ka, kd and temperature 
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Figure 10  Relationship between ka, kd and icing time 
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Figure 11  Relationship between ka, kd and air speed 
Figure 7 shows that, with the MVD increases to the wet 

growth, the curve of ka and kd becomes relatively flat, but 
the rate of change of ka is relatively large, so it can be used 
to preliminarily estimate MVD. Figure 8 obtains the 
variation of LWC basically same as the Figure 7. But in the 
wet growth phase ka is constant of 1, if use ka to judge LWC 
will not converge. Because the change rate of kd is large 
than ka, and kd relatively stablely decreases in the wet 
growth process with the increase of LWC, so using kd to 
judge LWC is retional. Figure 9 shows temperature changes 
more obvious impact on the ice growth of wet and dry. 



 

Although there is a turning point at ka curve, but the change 
is relatively stable and it conducive to the convergence of 
computin. We can adopt the method of judgging wet or dry 
growth. So ka still be used to estimate temperature. As it is 
shown in Figure 10, kd relatively stable changes over icing 
time, so using kd to estimate icing time. And it is very 
helpful to improve the computing speed. Figure 11 shows 
the air speed impacts ka and kd seriously. So we judge 
whether ka and kd are all near to 1 to estimate air speed and 
correct the other four parameters. 

Based on the above method and in order to improve 
computing speed, MVD, LWC, temperature and icing time 
are not nested iteration, but ka and kd are cross-calculation. 
Using before and after average iterative value as the next 
new value to improve the stability and convergence of 
computing. The calculation steps are as follows: 

At first, give w, a, θ, t and v initial value. (1) Calculated 
ice mass MN based on the icing model which is introduced 
at the previous section, and fit it and the test value MN* to 
calculate ka, then judge whether the deviation between ka 
and 1 or the change rate of ka meets the requirement, if not, 
using (a/ka+a)/2 as the new value of a, and continues. (2) 
Calculated ice mass MN and kd based on the condition of the 
calculated value of a and other above initial value, judge 
whether the deviation between kd and 1 or the change rate of 
kd meets the requirement, if not, using (w×kd+w)/2 as the 
new value of w, and continues. (3) Calculated ice mass MN 
and ka based on the condition of the calculated value of a 
and w, judge whether the deviation between ka and 1 or the 
change rate of ka meets the requirement, if not, using 
(θ/ka+θ)/2 as the new value of θ when wet growth, using 
(θ×ka+θ)/2 as the new value of θ when dry growth, and 
continues. (4) Calculated ice mass MN and kd based on the 
condition of the calculated value of a, w and θ, judge 
whether the deviation between kd and 1 meets the 
requirement, if not, using (t×kd+t)/2 as the new value of t, 
and continues. (5) Judge whether the deviation between kd, 
kd and 1 all meets the requirement, if not, using 
(2v/(ka+kd)+v)/2 as the new value of v, return step (1) and 
continues. 

V. FIVE PARAMETERS SIMULTANEOUSLY SOLVING AND 
RESULTS ANALYSIS 

Based on the the previous section calculation method 
and the steps, the MATLAB computer program of solving 
five parameters simultaneously has been programmed, and 
calculate the experimental data of Table 2,the results as 
follows:  

TABLE 3  COMPUTED RESULT OF TEST DATA OF TABLE 2 
No. 1# 2# 3# 4# 5# 6# 7# 8# 

m*(g) 33.99 41.50 48.71 56.78 62.18 70.89 79.59 87.19
b*(g) 8.63 8.1 7.68 7.62 7.26 6.75 6.57 6.62

test 
valu

e test 
parameters wt=7.33g/m³；at=39.14μm；vt=4.1m/s；θt=-5℃；tt=60min

m (g) 32.18 40.62 48.66 57.10 64.86 72.32 79.36 85.51
b(g) 8.32 7.96 7.65 7.36 7.12 6.90 6.68 6.49

calc
ulate

d 
resul

ts 
calculated 
parameters 

wc=20.88g/m³；ac=84.83μm；vc=3.72m/s；θc=-2.77℃；
tc=55.00min 

σm(%) -5.32% -2.12% -0.10% 0.57% 4.31% 2.02% -0.29% -1.92%
σb(%) -3.65% -1.69% -0.42% -3.45% -1.94% 2.23% 1.72% -1.94%

resul
ts 

com
paris
on 

parameters 
comparison

σw%=184.9%；σa%=116.7%；σv%=-9.3%；σθ%=-44.6%；

σt%=-8.3%； 
σ(%) is relative error percentage of the calculated value and test value, corresponding to the 

subscript values 

Table 3 results show that the deviation between the five 
calculated parameters and test results are a little large. The 
maximum deviation is LWC reached 184.9%, the smallest 
is the icing time is -8.3%. The mainly reasons are that the 
calculated parameters are a combination of parameters 
calculated based on the ice mass relationship, and a optimal 
set of iterative approach calculation of the icing model, and 
relation on various parameters of the initial settings. 
However, from the calculated ice mass on the conductors 
we can see they are well approximation with the 
experimental data. The maximum deviation is only -5.32% 
of #1 conductor. And ice thickness which is calculated 
according to the parameters is close to test thickness, and 
error within ±4%. The slope index ka is 1.0142, and kd is 
1.0043, both are near to 1, which reflects the quality of ice 
calculated and experimental results are more good 
approximation. 

According to the results of Table 3, a set of icing 
parameters can be calculated solely based on the ice mass of 
8 different diameter conductors, although this set of 
parameters and test measurements vary greatly, but the ice 
mass calculated based on the parameters can reflect the real 
icing effect. It indicates that the test icing parameters and 
calculated icing parameters are equivalent in predicting the 
ice thickness and mass. We don’t need to concern about the 
icing parameters change in the icing process. 

VI. CONCLUSIONS 
(1) This icing model is correct, to forecast ice has 

certain accuracy. 

(2) In this paper, the two fitting slopes can be used as 
two indicators of the approximation degree of calculated ice 
mass and experimental ice mass. 

(3) This paper proposes a kind of thought that sdudy 
icing parameters according to ice mass, and then study icing 
state. Based on the two fitting slope, a numerical 
calculational method and a MATLAB calculation program 
are given, with good convergence, computational stability, 
fast calculation. 

(4) Experimental measurement of ice mass is smaller 
deviation with the calculation ice mass based on calculated 
icing parameter. It proves the two combinations of icing 
parameters is equivalent to predict icing state. Avoid the 
study problem of real icing parameters change in the icing 
process. It is feasible as the icing indirect measurement 
method. 
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